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Abstract. We study topological and dynamical properties in sheared granular media particularly when avalanches occur,
i.e. at the abrupt increase of the total kinetic energy during the shear process. Our model considers irregular polygonal particles
compressed between two moving plates. At the occurrence of an avalanche, we monitor the time evolution of the underlying
contact force network. When all contact forces are considered, topological and dynamical quantities vary as a reactionto the
avalanche, while the decomposition of the contact force network into strong and weak contacts uncovers a topology that is
strongly correlated with the occurrence of avalanches.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One decade ago Radjai and co-workers described for
the first time the bimodal character of the force network
in granular packings [1]. In short, the network of con-
tact forces can be decomposed in two subnetworks, one
weaknetwork comprehending the majority of the parti-
cles, each one carrying less than the average load, and
onestrongnetwork with a few particles having contact
forces larger than the average load. Till recently, this pic-
ture has been explored in several situations such as jam-
ming processes [2], dissipation [3], polydispersity [4],
deformation [5] and shear systems [6]. In all these stud-
ies forces are transmitted through particle contacts, and
such a network of contact forces experience the onset
of anisotropy under geometrical anisotropy (e.g. shear).
However, while the mechanism of such anisotropy in
systems with regular shaped particles is known, the sce-
nario for particles anisotropic themselves (polygons) is,
up to our knowledge, not so well understood.

The aim of this paper is twofold. First we generalize
the algorithm to find force chains in a system of discs [7]
to suit the more general situation of particles of irregular
shape. Second, we study the evolution of such force
chains in a sheared system, and focus on the particular
case when an avalanche takes place [8].

We consider a two dimensional model of convex poly-
gons to represent grains of some sheared granular mate-
rial with a constant shear ratėγ. The deformation of the
grains is modelled by letting them overlaping [8]. The
contact plane is defined from the intersection points of
each two overlapping polygons and the normal contact
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FIGURE 1. Sketch of the shear system of irregular polygonal
particles (green) with the network of contact forces (red edges).
Boundaries at constant shear rateγ̇ are colored in blue.

force is perpendicular to the contact plane with a mag-
nitude proportional to the overlap area. Connecting the
centers of mass of touching particles yields the network
of contact forces (Fig. 1).

2. THE NETWORK OF CONTACTS

We first consider the entire network of contact forces,
Fig. 1, and study, at each time step, how the main topo-
logical properties [9] characterizing the network of con-
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FIGURE 2. Monitoring network properties (see text) in a
two-dimensional system of 256 irregular polygonal particles
during an avalanche, which is marked by a sudden increase of
the average kinetic energyEk per particle. The vertical dashed
and dotted lines indicate the time-steps at which the avalanche
occurs and the time-step at which the topology of the entire
system starts to change.

tact forces evolve with the average kinetic energy

Ek =
1

2N

N

∑
i=1

mi~vi ·~vi , (1)

whereN is the number of particles andmi and~vi the mass
and velocity of particlei respectively. Figure 2 shows
the evolution ofEk together with the first two moments,
〈k〉 andσ , defining the coordination number distribution
P(k), the average shortest path length〈`〉, the average
clustering coefficientC and the coordination correlation
knn.

The average shortest path length〈`〉 is defined as the
average smallest number of contacts between two par-
ticles randomly chosen, the clustering coefficient〈C〉
gives the average fraction of neighbouring particles that
are touching each other, and the coordination correla-
tion knn(k) gives the average coordination number of the
neighbors of one particle with coordinationk.

From Fig. 2 one observes that all topological quan-
tities start to vary in time at the same time step (verti-
cal dotted line), as a response to the increase of the ki-
netic energy (vertical dashed line) marking the beginning
of the avalanche [8]. Further, a closer look reveals that
〈knn〉 ' 〈k〉+ 0.2 through time. From the direct inspec-
tion of these averages and withknn =

∫

k′P(k′|k)dk′ one
finds thatknn(k) = k, as expected in such a system.
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FIGURE 3. Correlation function betweenEk, Eq. (2), and(a)
the average coordination number〈k〉 and the standard deviation
σ of P(k) and also between(b) the three topological quantities
〈`〉, 〈C〉 and〈knn〉 (see Fig. 1).

To see how the topological quantities are correlated
with the kinetic energy we compute the correlation func-
tion of each one, namely

ρX(τ) =
〈(X(t + τ)− X̄)(Ek(t)− Ēk)〉

σXσEk

(2)

whereX is one of the topological quantities described
above andX̄ symbolizes the time average ofX andσX
andσEk are the corresponding standard deviations. Fig-
ure 3 shows the correlation function of the five network
properties as a function of the time-lagτ.

In all cases, no large correlations are found, i.e.|ρX|<
0.5 and the oscillations with length∼ 18 time-steps are
due to the oscillating behavior ofEk (see Fig. 2). For the
two first moments ofP(k) (Fig. 3a) the correlation shows
a tendency for increasing with the time-lag from medium
negative to small correlation in the case of〈k〉 and from
small to medium positive correlation in the case ofσ .
The absence of oscillations inρσ is due to the continuous
decrease ofσ asEk experiences a damping oscillation
after the beginning of the avalanche.

In Fig. 3b one sees behaviorρknn resembling the one
of ρk, indicating a homogeneous evolution of the parti-
cle coordination with its vicinity. Curiously, both̀andC
show a decreasing correlation from medium positive to
medium negative values. This indicates a first increase of
these two properties at or just after the occurrence of the
avalanche, and also an increase of` andC whenEk de-
creases while the system is damping the released energy
after the avalanche. The co-evolution of` together with
C evidences a nontrivial behavior where the avalanche
produces more connected local vicinities but larger paths
connecting particles distant apart. Such feature can be
understood by assuming that the avalanche produces sep-
arated force chains connecting the two shearing bound-
aries as observed in Ref. [7].



TABLE 1. Average values of the topological quantities for the weak and strong networks
of contacts before and after the occurrence of avalanches (see text).

WEAK STRONG TOTAL

Bef. Aft. Bef. Aft. Bef. Aft.

〈k〉 3.16 3.12±0.1 2.44 2.50±0.07 4.80 4.81±0.01
σ 1.55 1.56±0.11 1.12 1.11±0.09 1.34 1.30±0.03
〈`〉 8.75 9.58±0.80 3.81 4.72±0.99 7.53 7.53±0.02
〈C〉 0.27 0.28±0.01 0.27 0.29±0.02 0.33 0.333±0.001
〈knn〉 3.50 3.46±0.10 2.72 2.79±0.07 5.02 5.02±0.01

λ
10−4 −1.35 −1.34±0.01 −0.66 −0.67±0.01 −1.02 −1.017±0.006
tanθ −0.99 −1.06±0.10 −1.01 −1.10±0.11 −1.00 −1.10±0.11
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FIGURE 4. Time evolution of(a) the minor principal stress
λ−, Eq. (4) and(b) the direction tanθ of the corresponding
eigenvector (see text). In(c) the correlation functions forλ and
θ are plotted together with the autocorrelation function forEk.

The stress tensor of the particlesε can be defined as

εi j =
1
V

Nc

∑
n=1

Fir j (3)

whereV is the particle volume,Nc is the number of
contacts of the particle,Fi is the contact force and the
r j the branch vector. We further assume densityρ =
1, yielding m = V. For irregular polygons the stress
tensor is not symmetric since the contact force and the
branch vector are in general not co-linear. Therefore, the
principal stresses (eigenvalues) are

λ± =
ε11+ ε22

2
±

√

(

ε11− ε22

2

)2

+ ε12ε21. (4)

Since the Discrete Element Method we use adopts a
tension-positive convention, the minor principal stress is
λ− and corresponds to the direction

tanθ =
ε11− ε22

2ε21
−

√

(

ε11− ε22

2ε21

)2

+
ε12

ε21
. (5)

Figures 4a and 4b shows the evolution of bothλ−

and tanθ , respectively, together with their correlation

functions and the autocorrelationρEk. Differently from
the network properties, the minor stress experiences an
abrupt decrease precisely when the avalanche occurs as
the energy stored at the contacts is released, and it main-
tains an anti-correlation withEk during two oscillations.
For the direction of the largest compression remains ap-
proximately constant with abrupt single variations cor-
responding to rearrangements of the particles inside the
system. In Tab. 1 one further sees that the preferred direc-
tion makes an angle of 3π/4 with the direction of shear-
ing at the boundaries.

Looking the two rightmost columns in Tab. 1 where a
comparison of all the above properties are given, before
and after the avalanche, we can conclude that all quanti-
ties remain on average at the same values before and after
the avalanche, within numerical errors, except the stan-
dard deviationσ of P(k) and the clustering coefficient.

3. WEAK AND STRONG FORCES

For the weak and strong contact force we use the crite-
rion described in Ref. [7] i.e. we consider one particle
to belong to the strong contact network if the smallest
eigenvalue of its stress tensor is larger than the average
value from the sample of allN particles. Otherwise it be-
longs to the weak network.

From Tab. 1 one sees that〈k〉 of the weak network
is larger than the one for the strong network and both
are smaller than the overall〈k〉, due to the existence
of separated force chains where many contacts connect
particles in the strong network with particles in the weak
network. This structure in parallel force chains is also
responsible for a clustering coefficient and coordination
correlation of the subnetworks smaller than the ones for
the entire system. Forσ one finds a smaller value for
the strong network, indicating a more localizedP(k), the
entire network having an intermediate value. The average
shortest path length is smaller for the strong network,
indicating a small size of its composing chains. As for
λ− one finds, as expected, a larger value for the strong
network followed by the value for the entire network.
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FIGURE 5. (a) Comparison of the average number〈k〉 of
contacts for the full network of contacts with the one for the
weak and strong networks separately.(b) Time evolution of the
number of contactsNw andNs for the weak and for the strong
networks respectively.

The direction of the minor principal stress is, as stated
above, almost 3π/4.

Still from Tab. 1 one observes that, while for the en-
tire network onlyσ and〈C〉 remain the same before and
after the avalanche, for the two subnetworks, the proper-
ties that change after an avalanche are precisely the other
three properties. Differently from the entire network (see
Fig. 2), for the subnetworks these start to fluctuate pre-
cisely at the occurrence of the avalanche. Figure 5a il-
lustrates this feature for the average coordination. Fur-
ther, after an avalanche, the fluctuations of all properties
are typically larger for each subnetwork when compared
with the full network. Figure 5b shows the fraction of
particles at each subnetwork, with the vertical dotted line
indicating the occurrence of the avalanche.

Finally, while the kinetic energy of the weak network
evolves similarly to the full kinetic energy, for the strong
network one observes a delay for the beginning of the
fluctuation (Fig. 6a) and a shift in the correlation function
(Fig. 6b).

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We showed how to extract some main features during
avalanches in shear systems by measuring the topologi-
cal properties of the underlying network and applied the
criterion of bimodal contact force network to a situa-
tion where the particles composing the system are irreg-
ular polygons. By looking to the topology of the weak
and strong subnetworks we described how the underly-
ing structure may be infered. Namely, the combined re-
sults of the average shortest path length and correlation
coordination of the subnetworks together with the entire
system shows the occurrence of strong force chains in-
terweaved with regions of weak forces.

Further, we showed that these subnetworks are good
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FIGURE 6. (a) Comparison of the kinetic energyEk for the
full network of contacts with the one for the weak and strong
networks and(b) their corresponding correlation functions as
defined in Eq. (2).

decompositions to obtain better avalanches predictors,
even when polygonal irregular particles are considered.
Namely, an avalanche typically starts when eitherσ or
〈C〉 change within the weak and strong subnetworks.

Forthcoming studies could be based on our findings.
For instance, the application of Bayes theorem to as-
certain up to which point is it possible to predict an
avalanche from the structure of the network of contact
forces, as well as the evaluation of the network of sliding
contacts. Finally, the clustering coefficient and coordi-
nation correlation could be combined to ascertain how
branched are the chains of forces in the strong network.
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